After an eventful weekend, the group was ready for the next experience. After a delectable breakfast, the first session of the day was Language sharing forum organized by Mr. P. R Madhavapanickar, Professor, AEI Dept. Professor P. R Madhavapanickar is a renowned scholar and an eminent Malayalam writer who has won several accolades for his literary eminence. The students were introduced to the multitudinous faces of Malayalam Language, its rich history and roots. After the session by Professor P. R Madhavapanickar, Mr Nitheesh Kurian, Assistant Professor, Dept. of ECE and Mr Rajeesh T Chacko, Assistant Professor, Dept. of BSH, also taught them a popular children’s rhyme *onnam mala keri* which helped them to learn numbers in Malayalam. The students and the teachers had fun reciting the catchy song which helped them learn something very fundamental to the language but in the most entertaining and exciting manner.